Water themed buildings

Many building names in this region have a (perceived) water theme.

References from Greek and Italian heritage includes:
- Ancona: port in Italy
- Sorrento: coastal town in Italy
- Patmos, Kos and Kalymnos: Greek islands
- Smyrna: ancient Greek port city.

Other building names are a testimony of the cultural diversity of the area:
- Nassagaweya: a town in Ontario, derived from the Mississauga word n nazheshagwayong, "river with two outlets"
- Sok: Fijian for "cruise", "voyage" or "to sail"
- Drayton: possibly from old English draeg, "slipway"
- Dauphin: "dolphin" in French (on street of the same name)
- Gyylan: "seagull" in Welsh.
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